Tech Mahindra and AT&T Bring AT&T FlexWareSM to More
Businesses Around the World
Tech Mahindra Will Also Use the Solution Internally in Addition to
Making it Available to its Global Clientele
Dallas, Texas – Jan. 23, 2018 – In yet another step toward expanding its relationship with AT&T*, Tech Mahindra, a specialist
in digital transformation, consulting and business re-engineering, will now make available AT&T FlexWareSM to its global
clients as well as use it internally.

AT&T FlexWare is a transformative, global network infrastructure solution. It reduces hardware requirements and streamlines
operations so companies become more agile and responsive to their IT and business needs. The platform makes it easy to set
up and manage virtual network functions (VNFs) on a single device reducing dependence on physical network appliances. This
helps businesses become more agile and save costs.

Tech Mahindra intends to combine AT&T FlexWare with its System Integration and Services Portfolio, and offer the solutions to
its global clientele who are undergoing digital transformation.

This collaboration will deliver a unique bundled offering of AT&T network and management services and Tech Mahindra’s
expertise in service management.

Ashish Julka, Senior Vice President, Tech Mahindra said, “This is another significant milestone in our strategic relationship with
AT&T. AT&T FlexWare is a state of the art product which we believe delivers significant value to enterprise customers in their
network transformation journey. With Tech Mahindra’s strengths in System Integration combined with a transformative solution
from AT&T, it is a win-win for all stakeholders.”

“AT&T FlexWare enables intelligence at the edge that will help businesses analyze, protect and refine their networks. And it’s
adaptable. You can easily revise for future changes and incorporate new technologies to stay ahead,” said Roman Pacewicz,
chief product officer, AT&T Business. “Having Tech Mahindra on this journey with us will make the platform available to more
businesses globally.”

AT&T FlexWare is available in more than 200 countries and territories (subject to conditions), almost all of which are covered
by Tech Mahindra’s footprint.

*About AT&T

AT&T Inc. (NYSE:T) helps millions around the globe connect with leading entertainment, business, mobile and high speed
internet services. We have the nation’s largest and most reliable network** and the best global coverage of any U.S. wireless
provider. We’re one of the world’s largest providers of pay TV. We have TV customers in the U.S. and 11 Latin American
countries. Nearly 3.5 million companies, from small to large businesses around the globe, turn to AT&T for our highly secure
smart solutions.
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AT&T products and services are provided or offered by subsidiaries and affiliates of AT&T Inc. under the AT&T brand and not
by AT&T Inc. Additional, information about AT&T products and services is available at about.att.com. Follow our news on
Twitter at @ATT, on Facebook at facebook.com/att and on YouTube at youtube.com/att.

© 2017 AT&T Intellectual Property. All rights reserved. AT&T, the Globe logo and other marks are trademarks and service
marks of AT&T Intellectual Property and/or AT&T affiliated companies. All other marks contained herein are the property of
their respective owners.

**Coverage not avail. everywhere. Based on overall coverage in U.S. licensed/roaming areas. Reliability based on voice and
data performance from independent 3rd party data.
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Disclaimer

Certain statements in this release concerning the future prospects of Tech Mahindra Limited (“the Company” or “TechM”) are
forward-looking statements. These statements by their nature involve risks and uncertainties that could cause Company’s
actual results differ materially from such forward-looking statements. The Company, from time to time, makes written and oral
forward-looking statements based on information available with the management of the Company and the Company does not
undertake to update any forward-looking statement that may be made from time to time by or on behalf of the Company.
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